




What LSST Can Do For Solar System Science
Expected LSST Yields

ugrizy photometry From the LSST Science Book / Lynne Jones

Uncertainties in the size distribution for most solar system populations leads to large 
uncertainties in the total number of objects LSST is expected to discover after 10 years.



What LSST Can Do For Solar System Science
Explore the Populations of Main Belt Comets and Active Asteroids

Adapted from Kim et al. (2018) by H. Hsieh

Jewitt (2012)



What LSST Can Do For Solar System Science
Explore the Origin of Sedna’s Strange Orbit and 
Test the Existence of Planet 9

Image Credit:  S. Sheppard Image Credit: R. Hurt/JPL-Caltech



What LSST Can Do For Solar System Science

Credit: NASA/JPL-Caltech Drahus et al. (2018) Bannister et al. (2017)

Meech et al. (2018)

Meech et al. 
(2018)

Identify and characterize
interstellar objects

‘Oumuamua - a messenger that reaches out from the distant past



Schwamb et al. (2019):  RNAAS, 3, 3



Hsieh et al. (2019):  https://arxiv.org/abs/1906.11346



Active SSSC Efforts
● Planning yearly sprints to get SSSC members together to collaborate and work on projects

● Preparing for commissioning, science data, and follow-up (identifying and attempting to address 
tools/software/infrastructure needs now in order to be able to maximize Solar System science later)

● Writing metrics for future cadence decisions

● Efforts by individual SSSC members or small groups to perform preparatory work (e.g., developing 
software to address personal scientific interests, working with LSST-like surveys like ZTF, writing 
proposals to request funds from NASA or NSF for LSST-related work, etc.)

Mario Jurić is the SSSC liaison to the commissioning team, in 
addition to other roles as LSST Solar System Data Products owner, 

DM Liaison to the SSSC, and commissioning team member



Active SSSC Projects: Documentation

Many thanks to LSST Project team 
members for providing content!

http://www.lsstsssc.org

The SSSC Website has the latest 
information on Solar System Data 
Processing & Products and Alert 
Stream Information 

Data Products tab

Software tab



Future SSSC Activities
The SSSC at LSST2019

Tuesday, 11:00am-12:30pm, Presidio I
Preparing to Do Solar System Science with LSST

Tuesday, 1:30pm-3:00pm, Presidio I
Solar System Science Pipeline, Infrastructure, and Cadence Optimization Needs

SSSC LSST Workshop at EPSC-DPS 

Getting Ready for LSST:
5+ million small bodies, 1+ billion observations

Thursday September 19, 2019 1:30–3:15pm
EPSC-DPS Joint Meeting 2019

Geneva, Switzerland
Open to all EPSC-DPS attendees



Future SSSC Activities
Funding for sprints (e.g., travel support) and salary for preparatory activities is crucial right now. 
Very few SSSC members are funded to work on LSST preparatory tasks, and many key or 
potentially interested members are soft-money researchers. It is also hard to get funding to 
organize workshops to gather collaboration members or for members to attend PCWs.

The SSSC was awarded LSSTC Enabling Science funding in 2018 for our first readiness sprint: 
had ~25 attendees with diverse backgrounds and career levels. Half of attendees were supported 
in some capacity. Spawned several white papers. 

In 2019, no new LSSTC funding was received for the second readiness sprint (unsuccessful 
LSSTC Enabling Science Grant): ~10 people attended / less diverse group in terms of 
background and career stages.

US$10,000-20,000 could make a big difference for the SSSC to get things done & reach the 
broader Solar System community, but how do we find funding for foundation-building activities?  
Substantive preparatory work is similarly critical but will require more funds.





- LSST will study the evolution of galaxies, AGN, groups/clusters in unprecedented detail 
across 95% of cosmic time

- It will open up unexplored regimes e.g. the low surface brightness (LSB) Universe
+ LSB galaxies (incl. dwarfs) dominate the galaxy number density
+ LSB structures e.g. merger-induced tidal features and intra-cluster light constrain our 
theoretical paradigm

- Provide optical counterparts for all future surveys at other wavelengths (e.g. the SKA)

- Convergence of LSST data and cosmological simulations will transform our understanding of 
the physics of galaxy evolution

- Revolutionary advances expected in our understanding of galaxy evolution via LSST



Core aims:

…to organize the science effort within the LSST Galaxies community

...to produce high-level data products that are essential for LSST exploitation

…to influence the scientific direction of LSST by providing input to the Project 
(e.g. on commissioning survey fields)

Membership drawn mainly from the US, Chile, France, UK and Australia

Regular telecons, GSC topics are featuring heavily in recent international 
conferences e.g. IAU Symposium 355 (low-surface-brightness Universe), 
LSST@Asia and many others 



arXiv: 1708.0161 Nature Rev. Phys., 2019, 1, 450



Some highlights (not exhaustive!):

- Low-surface-brightness (LSB) science
- Machine learning techniques
- Cosmological simulations
- Photometric redshifts



Kelvin + in prep

Trujillo +17

LSB galaxies



Kelvin + in prep

Duc +11

‘LSST’ SDSS

LSB tidal features



Kelvin + in prep

Duc +11 Mihos +05

Intra-cluster light



XCS 35 in HSC-SSP Deep DR1 i-band reduced through 
the current LSST pipeline. Sky over-subtraction is 
visible around bright and extended sources.

- Fit 2D Sersic models to sources
- Characterise the expected flux 
in the wings
- Residual between model and 
science map used to define 
over-subtraction threshold
- Values below threshold added 
back

Kelvin + in prep

Kelvin et al. in prep



Kelvin + in prep

- Unprecedented data volumes from LSST (20 TB per night) – automation needed

- Machine learning will be essential: growing convergence between astrophysics 
and computer science

- Example: Galaxy morphological classification
+ Morphology is a fundamental parameter, also a key prior for photo-z pipelines and     
transient light curve classifications
+ Visual classification intractable, automation essential
+ LSST’s short cadence is an extra hurdle – repeatedly producing training sets for supervised 
techniques may be impractical

- Solution: Unsupervised machine-learning + visual benchmarking



Kelvin + in prep

Implementation on HSC Ultradeep (~LSST 10 year): Martin et al. submitted



Kelvin + in prep

Can ‘auto-detect’ rare 
objects e.g. shells

But...further development 
required for successful 
analysis of LSB/faint 
galaxies



Kelvin + in prep

Horizon-AGN Recent advent of hydro-dynamical 
simulations in cosmological volumes

But previous generation lacks the 
mass/spatial resolution to resolve 
low-mass galaxies and LSB structures 
(e.g. tidal features)



Kelvin + in prep

High resolution simulations e.g. 
New Horizon, Illustris TNG-50 
and others will be important 
theoretical counterparts for LSST

Dubois, Jackson et al. 



Kelvin + in prep

- Physical parameters (M*, SFR) require redshift information
- Spec-zs will not be available for most LSST detections (e.g. dwarf galaxies)
- Investment in photometric redshifts is essential 
- HSC-SSP DR1 suggests that <10% accuracy is possible in dwarf regime

SK +19, arXiv:1906.10697



Data rights
- Key preparatory work being performed by non-US participants
- Loss of data rights will impact SC preparedness significantly

Commissioning surveys
- Need area and depth that enables the SC to test its infrastructure
- Particularly important for low-surface-brightness science

Scaling up and integration of pipelines for LSST
Preparatory pipelines are not yet optimized for LSST data volumes
Help from Project will be needed to integrate user-generated software into LSST stack

Lack of funding has generally hampered preparatory activities



- Many GSC activities (e.g. LSB, machine-learning, simulations, 
photo-z) have cross-SC potential

- Best way to get involved is to join the collaboration, membership 
has increased rapidly in the last 6 months

- Galaxies SC session on Thursday 15 Aug @ 15:30 in Coronado 1 
- please come along if you are interested!





 



Multi-color selection in ugrizy from z = 0-7.5
• Ultraviolet excess below z ~ 2.5 
• Lyman-a forest at high redshifts
• Works best when LAGN > LHost

Multi-λ (radio-to-X-ray) selection
• LSST + MeerKAT/ASKAP + WISE + Euclid/WFIRST + eROSITA/XMM + …

Variability 
• 55-185 samplings per band over 10 yr 
• Highly effective complement to color selection 
• Works best when LAGN > LHost

Astrometry (Lack of proper motion and differential chromatic refraction)
• Can reach ~1 mas yr-1 at r ~ 24 over 10 yr
• Will help minimize confusion with stars 
• Strong emission lines will induce astrometric offsets at high airmass

 

Color, variability, multi-λ provide different/unique slices through AGN population. 



 

De Cicco+19: VST r-band 

=> 256 deg-2, or 4.6 million in 18000 deg-2 

LSST should be better due to longer baseline, more/deeper epochs, more bands, ... 

Pouliasis+19: HST z-band 

=> 2000 deg-2, or 36 million in 18000 deg-2 



 

 

Nightly LSST SMBH Science 
• Monitoring of ~ 75 million AGNs (5+ million variability-selected). 
• Discovery of ~ 50 large AGN flares (e.g., blazars and accretion-disk instabilities). 
• Discovery of ~ 3 stellar tidal disruption events. 
• Discovery of ~ 0.1 strong quasar microlensing events. 
• Binary SMBH inspirals and mergers?

Longer-term Statistical Studies
• Massive Statistical AGN Variability Studies 
• LSST+Time-Domain Spectroscopy synergies
• Accretion-Disk Structure with LSST 
• Small-Separation Binary SMBHs 
• Transient Fueling of Dormant SMBHs 
• LSST High-Redshift AGN Selection and 

Constraints on SMBH Seeds

For more info:
agn.science.lsst.org 



Currently with 57 members: 
• Monthly telecons, breakout meetings at AAS/EWASS/etc.
• New members welcomed from the LSST consortium. 
• Some recent challenges owing to the revised LSST funding model 

and data policy - details still being determined…
• Presently working as loose confederation, but revising membership 

and organization structure to become a hard-core collaboration as 
LSST construction proceeds => tiered membership model similar to 
TVS to help motivate / incentivize project work

AAS 2017 Winter (Grapevine, TX, USA)

Chile-LSST 2017 
(Santiago, Chile)

UK AGNs and Galaxies Meeting 
2017 (Cambridge, UK)



Living document to describe and prioritize critical AGN science goals …
• MUCH work needed on basic AGN selection, analysis of LSST simulations, detailed science planning, and 

pooling of follow-up/synergistic observational resources. 
• LOTS of cross-collaboration work to be done! (ProJect, DM, DBLD, GALSC, DESC, TVS, ISSC, other, …)

For more info: agn.science.lsst.org 



•Establish public training/test sets to benchmark different selection algorithms (i.e., a 
“data challenge” sample). Building up “truth tables” in DDFs via multi-λ selection. 

•Determine what “color” and host/nuclear separation/deblending mean in LSST context. 
How deep into LAGN ≲ LHost can we go to detect LLAGN? (GALSC, DM)

•Generate realistic catalog-level simulated data. (DESC)

•Explore different machine learning techniques. (ISSC)

•Test the effects of different cadence schemes on selection. (PJ)

•Work with (and simulate) asynchronous light curves for variability selection, performing 
such analysis in the context of difference imaging. (TVS, DM)



•Establish public training/test sets to benchmark different selection algorithms. 
Establish follow-up plan to enhance. 

•Determine what info is useful/critical: colors, fluxes, variability, DCR, multi-λ, etc. 
(DM, GALSC, ISSC, other)

•Identify best methods (empirical, SED fitting, …) and accuracy per source type. Can 
we do ID and photo simultaneously? Compare the results to independent galaxy 
photz’s. (ISSC, GALSC)

•Test the effects of different cadence schemes on photz’s. (PJ) 

•Produce/store photo probability distribution functions (PDFs). Develop QSO 
luminosity function and clustering algorithms that work with PDF photz data. (ISSC) 



•Simulate AGN light curves for range of SMBH masses, Eddington ratios, redshifts, 
cadences to see how well variability and photometric/BELR reverberation mapping 
properties are recovered. (DESC, DM DBLD? ISSC? TVS?) 

•Assess how well rare extreme and periodic signals can be detected for realistic 
AGN light curves. (ISSC, TVS)

•Develop/study how host-subtraction techniques might impact, e.g., TDE and binary 
SMBH discovery. (DM, GALSC, TVS)

•Feed results from commissioning and early DRs back into AGN 
selection/classification algorithms. (brokers, ISSC) 



•Work with brokers to efficiently/reliably classify AGN for various follow-up programs. 
(brokers)

•Develop strategy to trigger (mostly rapid photometric / spectroscopic) follow-up 
observations of AGN variability events (transient AGN, blazar flare, microlensing, 
CLQs, …) for both classification and deeper science goals. (other)

•Develop strategy to target rare/outlier/high-z AGN for both classification (reinforce 
ML techniques) and deeper science goals. (other)

•Develop strategy for precursor and concurrent massive spectroscopic RM 
monitoring on long timescales. (other)



•The lack of LSST science funding (US, Chile) has posed MAJOR challenges for LSST AGN 
science preparation - “creativity” needed! 

•1st approach has been to bootstrap our way along: 
Deep Fields + Stripe 82 (in hand) => Pan-STARRS + ZTF (on-going) => DES + HSC => LSST 

•2nd approach has been to gather key multi-wavelength data for DDFs;                             
e.g., Spitzer+XMM-Newton now; SDSS-V BHMapper, 4MOST-WAVES/TIDES, 
VLT-MOONS, Subaru-PSF, MeerKAT, ASKAP, LMT, …soon?

PI: M Lacy => completing 38 deg2 of Spitzer coverage (gray shading).
PI: N. Brandt => 12 deg2 of XMM coverage (blue boxes) 



Progress has been slow due to variety of factors:

•Lack of dedicated LSST-related funding / human resources

•"LSST not yet a reality" mindset

•Inertia needed to work at inter-SC level. 

•Uncertainties and limitations surrounding data rights/access.

Looking to have initial multi-tiered static+temporal training sets available in Fall 2019.

Begin ML (data challenge) process on archival and ongoing ZTF datasets, hopefully 
scaling up to LSST-level data over next 2 years.





http://ls.st/lopIvezic+ 2019@fedhere

http://ls.st/lop


How will LSST make a difference?
Event Rate

Increase size of events:
  e.g. SN subclasses

Build statistical samples of 
rare events:    

e.g. TDE, Kilonova

Precursors of transients:  
e.g. LBV

Faint Magnitude

High redshift and evolution: 
e.g. SN subclasses

Improved event distribution
e.g. microlensing across galaxy

Dense+long-term multi-color time series 

Improved characterization of variables and transients:
e.g. pulsating variable + magnetically active stars 
characterization

@fedhere



@fedhere
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@fedhere



●

LSST-LIGO Synergy

@fedhere

https://project.lsst.org/meetings/lsst2019/content/lsst-ligo-synergy


@fedhere



@fedhere



Co-chairs:

Federica Bianco (me)
University of Delaware

(mostlly) extragalactic transients

Rachel Street (also here)
Las Cumbres Observatory
(mostlly) microlensing

@fedhere



Extragalactic
Fast Transients (M. Drout)
Supernovae (M. Graham) 
Tidal Disruption Events (S. vanVelzen)
Blazars
Distance Scale

Galactic
Interacting Binaries (A. Prsa)
Magnetically Active Stars (R. Egeland)
Microlensing (R. Street)
Transiting Exoplanets (M. Lund)
Pulsating Variables (K. Hambelton)
Non-degenerate Eruptive Variables (S. 
Bonito)
Galactic

Methodologies
Cosmological
Classification/Characterization
Multiwavelength Characterization & Counterparts (R. Margutti)

organized into 15 subgroups (Active | Inactive)

@fedhere



Each TVS members can be 
affiliated with 1 primary and up to 

two secondary subgroups

@fedhere



Task-oriented groups that attract cross-disciplinary support from subgroups

DDF and Minisurvey proposals 
planning

14 TVS-led LSST Cadence White Papers 
Hackathon workshop to foster collaborations and 
design metrics

Stellar variability in crowded fields

Created metrics to evaluate DM performance 
for variable stars in crowded fields
Tested photometric analysis software using 
DECam data on the Galactic Bulge
So productive, now extended to 2019

TVS roadmap

V1.0 of a roadmap towards TVS science with 
LSST being finalized

Brokers

Characterize the functionality needed from a 
community-broker interface
Work continuing in 2019

@fedhere



Task-oriented groups that attract cross-disciplinary support from subgroups

MAF Task Force

Generating Metrics for the 14 TVS-led LSST 
Cadence White Papers 

Stellar variability in crowded fields

Testing the LSST photometric pipeline in 
crowded and extremely crowded fields 

Science Platform and Stack club

Catching up with stack club and testing the LSST 
science platform for TVS needs

Commissioning

Generating a commissioning plan for LSST

@fedhere



Task Force conducted two parallel surveys of broker functionality:
● Community requirements on data content, dissemination, tools and 
● Developer constraints

How important is it 
that brokers classify 
your transients
http://bit.ly/TVSBrokersReq

Can you define a simple selection 
criteria that would trigger notifications          
(e.g. Dmag > 1)

@fedhere

http://bit.ly/TVSBrokersReq


Broker developers need more information!

Technology used at broker depends strongly on how quickly users need access 
to new alerts.  LSST is capable of delivering alerts in 60 sec but that puts strain 
in the system. Are <5min alerts scientifically motivated?

T>5min - current technology
T~1min - alternative technologies needed

How fast do you really need alerts?
Have your say at: https://ls.st/7vb



Suggested time: ~4 minutes 

Summarize the current activities, such as: 
- building tools for analysis (e.g., ML classification)
- compiling precursor data sets (e.g., spec-z catalogs)





Variable part finished. 
Transient in progress 
Expected publication winter 2019

@fedhere



@fedhere



8-10 October 2018 
Palazzo dei 
Normanni
Palermo, Italy

@fedhere



TVS-SMWLV joint 
meeting and hackathon
October 14-18 
University of Delaware

@fedhere



De-blending with Scarlet
Naples, Italy
October 7-9

Supernovae across SCs
April 2019
University of Illinois

https://indico.ict.inaf.it/event/889/

@fedhere

https://indico.ict.inaf.it/event/889/


TVS parallel session :
Preparing to do Transient 
and Variable Star 
Science with LSST

Friday 9-10:30
Presidio I

9:00 - 9:10 Rachel Street 
TVS introduction

9:10 - 9:30 Melissa Graham 
Overview of TVS Roadmap

9:30 - 9:45 Markus Rabus 
Updates from TVS Task Forces

9:45 - 10:00 Markus Rabus 
Plans for commissioning+discussion

10:00 - 10:15 Rachel Street 
TVS requirements for brokers

10:15 - 10:30 Federica Bianco 
MAF and survey cadence proposals

@fedhere



Code of Conduct, Charter, Publication Policy

@fedhere



Code of Conduct, Charter, Publication Policy

@fedhere



Code of Conduct, Charter, Publication Policy

@fedhere



Intra-collaboration agreement

@fedhere



Suggested time: ~4 minutes

Describe the unknowns, the worries, the obstacles, etc. that this science collaboration is 
currently facing.

Could include, for example:
- particular aspects of the survey strategy (cadence, exposure times, LEO sats, area, etc.)
- data rights (international collaborations, shared tools, authentication, etc.)
- understanding the data products 
- evaluating computational needs
- identifying platforms for tool-building
- etc.

I.e., of the SC’s current activities, what is working well, and what isn’t? Where is progress being 
made and where is it stalled? (A set-up for the next slide topic, which is future needs).

@fedhere



Factors inhibiting members from contributing actively

● Lack of funding for preparatory work towards science with LSST

● Lack of access to LSST-oriented platforms such as LSP
○ Understood that these are in development.  

● “LSST is in the future” mindset

● Concerns over future access to LSST data

● Awaiting determination of observing strategy to gauge level of interest?

@fedhere



Suggested time: ~1 minute

With this final slide, an opportunity to communicate:
- needs and expectations to the Project
- potential inter-SC projects
- ways for Project/Community involvement

Great deal of concern from international members of TVS about whether they will be able to 
continue to contribute to the project 

● Need to rapidly establish guidelines about future contributions
● Great potential for international contributions to data platforms and tools

Would like to foster greater inter-SC communication and collaboration
● Pan-SC Task Forces?

Project/Community partnerships for e.g., observing strategy, evaluating in-kind contributions, 
determining optimum use of LSST computing resources dedicated for community use.



Great deal of concern from international members of TVS about whether they will be able to 
continue to contribute to the project 

● Need to rapidly establish guidelines about future contributions
● Great potential for international contributions to data platforms and tools

Would like to foster greater inter-SC communication and collaboration
● Pan-SC Task Forces?

○ Established annually at PCW meeting, reporting via LSSTC Science Collaboration 
Committee?

Endorse Project/Community partnerships 
● E.g., for observing strategy
● evaluating in-kind contributions, 
● determining optimum use of LSST computing resources dedicated for community use.

@fedhere


